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Summary

Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) becomes interesting when the expressive power of first-order
representation provides comprehensibility to learning result and capability to handle more complex data
consisting of their relations. Nevertheless, the bottleneck for learning first-order theory is enormous hy-
pothesis search space which causes inefficient performance by the existing learning approaches compared to
the propositional approaches. This paper introduces an improved ILP approach capable of handling more
efficiently a kind of data called multiple-part data, i.e., one instance of data consists of several parts as well
as relations among parts. This approach tries to find hypothesis describing class of each training example
by using both individual and relational characteristics of its part which is similar to finding common sub-
structures among the complex relational instances. The multiple-part data can be found in various domains
especially on Structure-Activity Relationship (SAR) studies which aim to generate hypotheses describing
activities or characteristics of chemical compounds from their own structures. Each compound is composed
of atoms as parts, and various kinds of bond as relations among atoms. We then apply the proposed algo-
rithm for SAR studies by conducting experiments on two real-world datasets: mutagenicity in nitroaromatic
compounds and dopamine antagonist compounds. The experiment results were compared to the previous
approaches in order to show the performance of proposed approach.

1. Introduction

Inductive learning of first-order theory from exam-
ples is interesting because first-order representation
provides comprehensibility to the learning results and
capability to handle more complex data consisting of
relations. Yet, the bottleneck for learning first-order
theory is enormous hypothesis search space. More-
over, heuristic functions applied in the existing ILP
approaches use only quantitative information to select
an appropriate candidate, i.e., using only the number
of training examples covered without considering the
quality. This makes existing approaches sometimes
perform worse than propositional approaches. Except
from defining heuristic function, language bias is one

of techniques used in order to reduce the search space.
It is widely used in many ILP systems. However, this
research focuses on proposing a heuristic function.

We introduce a novel learning approach focusing
on a kind of data called multiple-part data, i.e., one
instance of data consists of several parts as well as re-
lations among parts. The objective of learning from
multiple-part data is to find hypothesis for describing
class of each example by using part characteristics
individually and characteristics of relations among
parts. This is similar to finding common substruc-
tures among instances in the same class.

Though the existing first-order theory learning ap-
proaches can handle this kind of data due to the power
of first-order representation, there is a limitation in ef-
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ficiency of results since numerous parts within one ex-
ample make the search space become larger but con-
tains similar hypothesis candidates. Thus, the search
heuristics cannot lead to good hypotheses. In order
to solve this problem, we propose an approach that
weights each part according to its characteristics cor-
relating to parts from other examples in the same
class. This makes parts with common characteristics
be given higher weights than the uncommon parts,
and makes the search heuristics discriminate more ef-
ficiently. We adopt this weighting technique from the
concept of multiple-instance learning which is an ex-
tended two-class propositional learning approach for
data that are unable to be labeled individually, al-
beit several instances of data are gathered and la-
beled as a group. Each positive group may consist of
both positive and negative instances. Nevertheless,
the multiple-instance learning aims to learn to predict
instances not groups, thereby rendering itself similar
to supervised learning with noises in positive exam-
ples. Most learning algorithms for multiple-instance
data solve this ambiguity by using similarity of data
within the feature space to find the area where sev-
eral instances from various positive groups are located
together and negative group instances are far. This
method is modified and used as the weighting tech-
nique to evaluate each part of the multiple-part data
containing similarity among parts before incorporat-
ing the weights into search heuristics to find hypoth-
esis that may consist of relations among parts.

To evaluate the proposed approach, we conducted
an experiment on SAR studies for chemical compound
structures. This is a promising process because the
knowledge discovered will be useful for developing
new drugs. These studies aim to predict the activ-
ity of compound from its structure. In recent years,
the advance in High Throughput Screening (HTS)
technology has produced vast amount of SAR data.
Therefore, once the rules to predict activities of ex-
isting SAR data are found, it will significantly help
screening process. SAR data represented by chemical
compound structure can be categorized as multiple-
part data. Because we aim to find substructures that
predict activity of a compound, we apply the pro-
posed system to learn hypotheses from this kind of
data. We compare the learning results with the previ-
ous approaches in order to evaluate the performance.

This paper is mainly divided into two parts. We
first introduce the multiple-part data, and describe
the proposed approach. Then, we conduct the exper-

iments for SAR studies on two chemical compound
datasets. The experiment results are compared to the
existing approaches to evaluate its performance. Fi-
nally, we conclude the paper and consider our future
works.

2. Background

2・1 FOIL

FOIL [Quinlan 90] is a top-down ILP system which
learns function-free Horn clause definitions of a tar-
get predicate using background predicates. Learning
process in FOIL starts with training examples con-
taining all positive and negative examples. The algo-
rithm used in FOIL for constructing a function-free
Horn clause consists of two main loops. In outer loop,
a Horn clause partially covering the examples is con-
structed, and covered examples are removed from the
training set. While in inner loop, partially developed
clauses are iteratively refined by adding a literal one
by one. Heuristic function is used to select the most
appropriate clause. FOIL maintains covered exam-
ples in the form of tuple which is the substitutions
(i.e., bindings of variables) of the clause under given
example. Multiple tuples can be generated from one
example.
FOIL uses a heuristic function based on the infor-

mation theory for assessing usefulness of a literal. It
provides effective guidance for clause construction.
Purpose of this heuristic function is to characterize
a subset of the positive examples. From the partial
developing clause below

R(V1, V2, . . ., Vk)← L1,L2, . . .,Lm−1

training tuples covered by this clause are denoted as
Ti. The information required for Ti is calculated from
T+

i and T−
i which denote positive and negative tuples

covered by the clause, respectively.

I(Ti) = − log2
|T+

i |
|T+

i |+ |T−
i |

(1)

If a literal Lm is selected and added, a new set of
covered tuples Ti+1 is created, then similar formula is
given as

I(Ti+1) = − log2
|T+

i+1|
|T+

i+1|+ |T−
i+1|

(2)

From above, a heuristic used in FOIL is calculated
as an amount of information gained when applying a
new literal Lm;
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Gain(Lm) = |T++
i | × (I(Ti)− I(Ti+1)) (3)

T++
i is the positive tuples included in Ti and ex-

tended in Ti+1. This heuristic function is used over
all candidate literals, and the literal with the largest
value is selected and added to the partial developed
clause in inner loop.

2・2 Multiple-Instance Learning

For the supervised learning problem, we try to de-
sign and create algorithms that are able to generate
model from training examples to predict correct la-
bels of unseen data, and each instance of training ex-
amples has to be labeled beforehand. However, this
framework may not be suitable for some applications.
Dietterich et al. then proposed the extended frame-
work for supervised learning to handle more ambi-
guities called Multiple-Instance Learning [Dietterich
97]. In the new framework, unlabeled instances are
grouped into a bag labeled as positive or negative. A
positive bag contains at least one positive instance,
otherwise labeled as negative. From this set-up, tar-
get concept can be found from feature space where
instances from various positive bags gather together.
Dietterich et al. proposed an algorithm that tries to
find target concept by first constructing a rectangle in
the feature space, then reducing its size until it covers
instances from positive bags only.
After this framework and algorithm were presented,

various approaches were proposed. Some of them
extended the existing supervised learning algorithm.
Wang and Zucker applied k-NN algorithm for multiple-
instance problem [Wang 00]. Chevaleyre and Zucker
proposed generic framework for extending proposi-
tional rule learner to handle multiple-instance data
[Chevaleyre 01]. They implemented the extension
of Ripper. Gärtner et al. proposed a new kernel
function for multiple-instance learning [Gärtner 02].
Maron et al. proposed the original approach for multiple-
instance learning using Diverse Density (DD) [Maron
98]. This approach is applied in the proposed system.
We then explain this approach in detail.
Diverse Density
Diverse Density (DD) algorithm aims to measure a

point in an n-dimensional feature space for multiple-
instance domains. DD at point p in the feature space
shows how many different positive bags have an in-
stance near p, and how far the negative instances are
from p. Thus, DD value is high in the area where

instances from various positive bags are located to-
gether, and rather far from instances from negative
bags. It can be calculated as

DD(x) =
∏

i

(1−
∏

j

(1− exp(−‖B+
ij −x‖2))) ·

∏

i

∏

j

(1− exp(−‖B−
ij − x‖2)) (4)

where x is a point in feature space and Bij represents
jth instance of ith bag in training examples with +
and − denoting positive and negative bags respec-
tively. For the distance, the Euclidean distance is
adopted

‖Bij − x‖2 =
∑

k

(Bijk − xk)2 (5)

Each instance is represented by a set of attributes
and subscript k in Bijk, xk denotes kth attribute of
the instance.
In the previous approaches, several searching tech-

niques were proposed for determining value of features
or area in the feature space maximizing DD value.

3. Proposed Method

We present top-down ILP system that is able to
learn more efficiently hypotheses from set of exam-
ples, each consisting of several small parts, or when
trying to predict class of data from the common sub-
structure. The proposed system incorporates existing
top-down ILP system (FOIL) and applies multiple-
instance based measure to find common characteris-
tics among parts of positive examples. This measure
is then used as a weight attached to each part of the
example and the common parts among positive ex-
amples are attached with high-valued weights. With
these weights and heuristic function based on exam-
ple coverage, the system generates more precise and
higher coverage hypotheses from training examples.
Next, we define multiple-part data, and then, explain
modified heuristics.

3・1 Multiple-Part Data

In this section, we define multiple-part data and
multiple-part learning problem.
Multiple-part data consists of at least one compo-

nent with part-of relations between each component
and the whole data as well as relations among parts.
Because of flexibility of the first-order logic, there are
many ways to denote multiple-part data. We set a
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� ✏
a1

a3

a5

a2 a4

atom(c1,a1,c,-1.2) atom(c1,a2,o,1.3)
atom(c1,a3,h,1.0) atom(c1,a4,c,-1.3)
atom(c1,a5,c,-1.2)
bond(c1,a1,a3,1) bond(c1,a2,a3,2)
bond(c1,a3,a4,2) bond(c1,a3,a5,1)

✒ ✑
Fig. 1 An example of multiple-part data

common way for data representation to make pre-
processing easier. A part is denoted using only one
predicate. The first two parameters denote the iden-
tification of data and part. The rest parameters are
used for attributes. For denoting a relation between
parts, we use one predicate for one relation in similar
manner to a part. The predicate is written as
• part(Data-ID, Part-ID, Attr-1, Attr-2, ...).
• relation(Data-ID, Part-ID1, Part-ID2, ...).
For better understanding, we explain the multiple-

part data using chemical compound structure data as
shown in Figure 1. The predicate atom denotes a part
of multiple-part data, while bond shows a relation be-
tween two parts (atoms).
Given a training example E= {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . .,

(xn, yn)} where xi is a multiple-part data composing
of Pi ⊆ P and Ri ⊆ P× P where P is a set of part,
R is a set of relation between parts and yi is a class
(simply positive or negative). Multiple-part learning
problem aims to approximate a function f(P,R) = y

where P ⊆ P and R ⊆ R. This learning problem is
considered a special case of supervised learning since
it aims to find the class of data from substructure or
subset of parts and relations. For example, in case of
chemical compound data, we want to find substruc-
tures that are common among compounds with the
same label or class, such as a group of atoms and
bonds including their features. This problem is differ-
ent from the traditional supervised learning that aims
to predict class from the whole characteristics of data
like predicting class of compound from its weight, or
some special value computed.

3・2 Modified Heuristic Function

Heuristic function is used to control the way al-
gorithm explores hypothesis space. FOIL (equation 1

and 3) adapts this function based on information the-
ory that counts the number of positive and negative
examples covered by partially developed clause. With
this, FOIL selects the literal that covers many posi-
tive tuples but few negative tuples. In order to help
heuristics select better literals, we apply DD value to
each tuple, and we have to adapt heuristic function
and the parts with high DD values are selected first,
making the hypothesis cover common characteristics
among parts from positive examples.
From equation 1, T+

i and T−
i denote the set of pos-

itive and negative tuples respectively, as DD value
can be used to show the importance of the part of
data by representing each instance of multiple-part
data as a bag and each part as an instance in the
bag. The distance between two parts is calculated
by first constructing a vector p for each part where
pi denotes Attr-i in the part predicate explained in
the previous section. Then, equation 5 is used to cal-
culate distance between two attribute vectors. From
Figure 1, distance between atom(c1,a1,c,-1.2) and
atom(c1,a2,o,1.3) is computed by constructing two
vectors [c,−1.2] and [o,1.3] and using equation 5. To
compute DD value of each atom, distances between
all atom pairs are calculated first. Then, x in equa-
tion 4 is assigned to the vector of atom being consid-
ered. ||B+

ij − x||2 and ||B−
ij − x||2 are obtained from

the computed distances.
We incorporate DD values to heuristic function by

altering |T+
i | to be the sum of tuple DD values. If

this sum is high, it means that the literal can cover
more common parts among positive examples. Thus,
the heuristic function is adapted as follows:

DD(t) =
∑

k(tk)
m

,t=< t1, t2, . . ., tm > (6)

DDs(T ) =
∑

ti∈T

DD(ti) (7)

I(Ti) = − log2
DDs(T+

i )
DDs(T+

i )+ |T−
i |

(8)

Gain(Lm) = DDs(T++
i )× (I(Ti)− I(Ti+1))(9)

This function weighs each part with DD value and
uses the sum of these weights to select the literal,
while the original heuristic function weighs all parts
with the same value as 1. Nevertheless, we still use
the number of negative tuples |T−

i | in the same way
as the original heuristics, because we know that all
parts of negative examples show the same strength.
Therefore, it weighs all negative parts with value 1.
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� ✏
FindBestRule(Examples,Remaining)

•Initialize Beam and add a rule with empty body.
•Do
◦NewBeam← {}
◦For each clause C in Beam
∗Generate Candidates by selecting a possible literal and
adding to C.
∗For each new clause nC in Candidates
·Calculate heuristic of nC using DD values.
·Append nC to NewBeam.

◦Beam← Best BeamWidth clauses in NewBeam
◦R← Best clause in Beam
•Until (Accuracy(R) > ε and PositiveCoverage(R) > γ) or

(Gain(R) ≤ 0)

•Return R✒ ✑
Fig. 2 Algorithm for finding the best rule from the remaining

positive examples.

From the above function, one problem is left to be
considered. Each tuple may consist of more than one
part. The algorithm has to calculate DD value of a
relation among parts, e.g. a bond makes each tuple
contains two atoms. We then have to select the weight
to represent each tuple from DD value of the parts.
We solve this problem by simply selecting average DD
value in the tuple as the weight of tuple (equation 6).

3・3 Algorithm

From this modified function, we implement the pro-
totype system called FOILmp (FOIL for Multiple-
Part data). This system basically uses the same al-
gorithm as proposed in [Quinlan 90]. Nevertheless, in
order to construct accurate hypotheses, beam search
is applied so that the algorithm maintains a set of
good candidates instead of selecting the best candi-
date at that time. This searching method enables the
algorithm to backtrack to the right direction and fi-
nally get to the goal. Moreover, in order to obtain
rules with high coverage, we define coverage ratio,
and the algorithm is set to select only the rules cover-
ing positive examples higher than the coverage ratio.
The modified subroutine for selecting rules is shown
in Figure 2. There are two user-defined parameters:
ε for the minimum accuracy and γ for the minimum
positive example coverage.

4. Experiments

We conducted experiments on two datasets for SAR:
Mutagenicity and Dopamine antagonist data. To eval-
uate performance of the proposed system, these ex-
periments are conducted in ten-fold cross validation
manner and we compare the results to the existing
approaches.

4・1 Data

In this research, we aim to discover rules describing
the activities of chemical compounds from their struc-
tures. Two kinds of SAR data were studied: muta-
genesis data [Srinivasan 94] and dopamine antagonist
data.
Mutagenicity data aims to test mutagenicity in ni-

troaromatic compounds which are often known to be
carcinogenic and cause damage to DNA. These com-
pounds are found in automobile exhaust fumes and
are common intermediates used in chemical industry.
In this dataset, 230 compounds were obtained from
the standard molecular modeling package QUANTA.
Two predicates (atm and bond) are used to denote
each compound:
• atm(comp, atom, element, type, charge), stating
that there is the atom atom in the compound
comp that has element element of type and partial
charge charge.
• bond(comp, atom1, atom2, type), describing that
there is a bond of type between the atoms atom1
and atom2 in the compound comp.

The background knowledge in this dataset is al-
ready formalized in the form of multiple-part data,
and thus, no preprocessing is necessary.
For dopamine antagonist activity data, the details

of data and experiment can be found in [Nattee 04].

4・2 Experimental Results and Discussion

We first compare performance of FOILmp using all
data which consist of 125 compounds for positive class
and 63 compounds for negative class. In this experi-
ment, beam search is applied in FOILmp by setting
the beam size = 1 (hill-climbing search) and 3 sub-
sequently. The results are compared to the existing
results described in [Srinivasan 94]. Figure 3 shows
performance tables.
From the performance tables, it can be seen that

even FOILmp with hill-climbing search strategy can
learn from this dataset better than PROGOL with ac-
curacy 83.0% for FOILmp and 79.8% for PROGOL.
When compared to the regression technique based
on the model called logM [Srinivasan 94], FOILmp

with the beam size = 3 still performs worse than the
regression model that can predict at 89.9% whereas
FOILmp can predict at only 87.2%. However, these
experimental results show the advantage of FOILmp

as follows: to use the regression model, a human ex-
pert is required to choose useful features to construct
the model and the results are based on features diffi-
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Predicted

active inactive

active

inactive

Actual

100 25

13 50

125

63

188113 75

(a) PROGOL [Srinivasan

94]

Predicted

active inactive

active

inactive

Actual

114 11

8 55

125

63

188122 66

(b) Regression [Srinivasan

94]

Predicted

active inactive

active

inactive

Actual

100 25

7 56

125

63

188107 81

(c) FOILmp (beam

size=1)

Predicted

active inactive

active

inactive

Actual

109 16

8 55

125

63

188117 71

(d) FOILmp (beam

size=3)

Fig. 3 Performance tables for Mutagenicity Data comparing
FOILmp to PROGOL and the regression technique.

cult to be comprehended by other chemists. Figure 4
shows example of rules obtained from FOILmp. We
found that FOILmp obtains rules with high coverage,
such as, the first rule can cover around 50% of the all
positive examples.

Table 1 shows experimental results on Mutagenic-
ity data. Prediction accuracy on test examples using
ten-fold cross validation is compared to the existing
approaches (FOIL and PROGOL). It shows that the
proposed method can predict more accurately than
the existing approaches.

For Dopamine Antagonist data, we conducted ten-
fold cross validation to predict D1 activity by us-
ing D2, D3, and D4 as negative examples. How-
ever, we compare the experimental results with Aleph
[Srinivasan 01] since PROGOL cannot perform well
on this dataset. Aleph is ILP system based on in-
verse entailment and similar algorithm with PRO-
GOL, but Aleph adopts several search strategies such
as randomized search that help improve performance
of the system. In this experiment, we set Aleph to use
GSAT, one of the randomized search algorithms that
can generate the best results compare to the other
search strategies. Table 2 shows prediction accuracy

� ✏
Rule1:
active(A) :- atm(A,B,C,D,E),D=27,

atm(A,F,G,H,I),H=27,
neq(E,I).

Accuracy = 92.5% Coverage = 49.6%
This rule shows that the molecule contains
two atoms of Type 27 which means a carbon
atom that merges two six-numbered aromatic
rings. However, these two atoms has
different charge.

Rule2:
active(A) :- atm(A,B,C,D,E),E>0.81,

atm(A,F,G,H,I),H=29.
Accuracy = 90.9% Coverage = 16.0%
This rule is similar to Rule1 but the first
atom has charge greater than 0.81 and
the second atom is of Type 29.

Rule3:
active(A) :- atm(A,B,C,D,E),D=32,

atm(A,F,G,H,I),I<-0.4,
bond(A,F,J,K),neq(B,F),
eq(C,G),eq(D,H).

Accuracy = 77.8% Coverage = 5.0%
This rule shows that there are two atoms
of Type 32 which occurs in an amide group.
But the second atom has charge less than
0.4 and there is also a bond from this
atom to another atom.✒ ✑

Fig. 4 Examples of rules obtained by FOILmp

Table 1 Ten-fold cross validation test comparing the accu-
racy on Mutagenicity data

Approach Accuracy
The proposed method 0.82

PROGOL 0.76
FOIL 0.61

computed for both positive and negative examples
and for only the positive examples. The experiment
results show that FOILmp predict more accurately
than Aleph in both accuracy computation methods.
Details of the results can be found in [Nattee 04].
In summary, we found that FOILmp performs more

accurately than the previous approaches, moreover, it
can also obtain rules with higher coverage.

5. Related Work

In recent years, many researches were made to learn
from chemical compound structure data because learn-
ing results can be applied directly to produce new
drugs for curing some difficult diseases. Muggleton,
Srinivasan and King [Srinivasan 94, King 95, Srini-
vasan 96] proposed the approach that applies PRO-
GOL to predict several datasets including mutagenic-
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Table 2 Ten-fold cross validation test comparing accuracy on Dopamine antagonist data

Approach Accuracy (overall) Accuracy (only positive)
FOILmp 96.12% 79.35%
Aleph 95.78% 75.84%

ity of chemical compounds used in our experiments.
King et al. also discussed whether propositional

learner or ILP is better for learning from chemical
structure [King 95]. Actually, the first-order represen-
tation can denote chemical structure without losing
any information. Since denoting the relational data
using propositional logic is beyond its limit, some spe-
cial techniques are required, e.g., for relations among
parts, we may use only average value of features or use
domain-related knowledge to calculate a new feature
for categorization. However, a propositional learner
can perform better than a learner using first-order
representation because ILP learners have some re-
strictions from the logic theory. However, comparing
only accuracy may not be good assessment because
chemist’s natural inclination is related to chemical
structure and the learning results from ILP is com-
prehensible to chemists.
However, King et al. [King 95] reviewed four case

studies related to SAR studies: inhibition of dihydro-
folate reductase by pyrimidines, inhibition of dihydro-
folate reductase by triazines, design of tacrine ana-
logues, and mutagenicity of nitroaromatic and het-
eroaromatic compounds. The experimental results
are compared with two propositional learner: Regres-
sion, a linear regression technique and CART, a deci-
sion tree learner. They found that with these chemi-
cal structure data, propositional learners with limited
number of features in one instance are sufficient to
all problems. However, when more complex chemi-
cal structures and background knowledge are added,
propositional representations become unmanageable.
Therefore, first-order representations would provide
more possibility with more comprehensible results.
From multiple-instance learning problem, Wiedmann

et al. [Weidmann 03a, Weidmann 03b] proposed an
extension of the process for determining labels of a
bag. This is a generalization of the assumption used
in multiple-instance learning where a bag is labeled as
positive if there exists at least one positive instance.
The author proposed the idea of two-level classifica-
tion for handling generalized multiple-instance prob-
lem. However, the research focuses on learning from
propositional data representation.
McGovern and Jensen [McGovern 03] proposed ex-

tension of diverse density and chi-squared measure to
relational data using the metric based on the found
maximal common subgraph. This work is similar to
the proposed approach that also aims to handle am-
biguous relational data. Because each bag is repre-
sented in form of graph, relations between bags can-
not be denoted. Nevertheless, the proposed metric is
interesting enough to apply modified version of the
metric to our proposed method.
Zucker et al. [Chevaleyre 00, Zucker 01] applied

multiple-instance learning on Mutagenesis data and
proposed the extension of decision tree and proposi-
tional rule learner for multiple-instance learning. The
molecular properties, such as logP and lumo, are
applied in the experiments, but comparison to the
proposed method is difficult to make. However, the
dataset is transformed into propositional representa-
tion due to the user-defined setting. It limits usage of
relations in the hypotheses.

6. Conclusion and Future Works

We presented extension of FOIL for handling multiple-
part data more efficiently by using Diverse Density
from multiple-instance learning to evaluate parts and
parts with common characteristics among positive ex-
amples have high-valued weight and help enable the
searching process to generate better results. We con-
ducted experiments on chemical compound data for
structure-activity relationship studies. The experi-
mental results showed that the proposed method can
predict test examples more accurately than the pre-
vious ILP approaches.
For future works, scaling factor of the feature should

be considered in heuristic value calculation in order
to produce more suitable heuristics. Because the pro-
posed approach works only in the top-down ILP sys-
tem such as FOIL, it is better to adopt this approach
to other kinds of system such as the one with bottom-
up approach. We plan to evaluate the proposed sys-
tem to other domains. Moreover, as the proposed
approach mainly focuses on a part, it is difficult to
incorporate relational information into the heuristic
function. We plan to overcome this limitation in our
future works.
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